RJ circle this week!

Team Building Game: BINGO- partner with someone you do not normally interact with. Participating in positive experiences with someone you might not normally have fun with is part of building a better community.

Check in questions of the week:
How are you?

Mindfulness- Energizer, 5,4,3,2,1- what does having a lot of energy in your body feel like?

Activity/Discussion: Scenarios-
What is your name story?

Thank you to everyone who participated. It was so interesting and moving to hear all the culturally rich and heart-full stories.

Congratulations to our 5th grade Peer Leaders for helping to plan, organize and execute Mix It Up Monday for 5th grade based on a concern they had with interactions and relationships in their classes. I am very proud of them!

Restorative Justice (RJ) is an indigenous philosophy that emphasizes building relationships. If there is a need to repair harm caused by conflict and wrongdoing, restorative justice provides an opportunity for everyone impacted by an incident to come together in a safe space to address their feelings and needs, and reach a resolution that heals and restores relationships.